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Software and copyright

Protectability

Acts restricted by copyright

Permitted acts



Protectability



Literary work

s1, CDPA 1988:

“(b) a computer program;

(c) preparatory design material for 

a computer program”



“computer program”

“include programs in any form, 

i n c l ud i n g t ho se wh i c h a re 

incorporated into hardware.”



“computer program”

“This term also includes preparatory 

design work leading to the development 

of a computer program provided that 

the nature of the preparatory work is 

such that a computer program can result 

from it at a later stage.”



Ownership

Author is first owner: s11(1)

Unless in course of employment: 

s11(2)

Author “creates the work”: s9(1)



Computer-generated
works

“generated by computer in 

circumstances such that there is no 

human author of the work”: s178



Computer-generated
works: author

“ p e r s o n b y w h o m t h e 

arrangements necessary for the 

c re a t i o n o f t h e wo r k a re 

undertaken”: s9(3)









Restricted acts

Copying: s17

Adaption: s21



Copying

Fundamental to running a program



s50C(1)

“It is not an infringement of copyright for a lawful 

user of a copy of a computer program to copy or 

adapt it, provided that the copying or adapting— 

(a) is necessary for his lawful use; and 
(b) is not prohibited under any term or condition 

of an agreement regulating the circumstances in 

which his use is lawful. ”



Adapting

Creation of “an arrangement or 

altered version of the program or a 

translation of it”: s21(3)(ab)



“Translation”

“a version of the program in which 

it is converted into or out of a 

computer language or code or into 

a different computer language or 

code”: s21(4)



Permitted acts

Include:

Decompilation

Observe, study and test



“Decompilation”
s50B(1)

(1)It is not an infringement of copyright for a lawful user of a 

copy of a computer program expressed in a low level language—

(a)to convert it into a version expressed in a higher level 

language, or

(b)incidentally in the course of so converting the program, to 

copy it,

(that is, to “decompile” it), provided that the conditions in 

subsection (2) are met. 



“Decompilation”
s50B(2)

The conditions are that—

(a)it is necessary to decompile the program to obtain the 

information necessary to create an independent program 

which can be operated with the program decompiled or 

with another program (“the permitted objective”); and

(b)the information so obtained is not used for any 

purpose other than the permitted objective. 



“Observe” etc.
s50BA

“It is not an infringement of copyright for a lawful 

user of a copy of a computer program to observe, 

study or test the functioning of the program in order 

to determine the ideas and principles which underlie 

any element of the program if he does so while 

performing any of the acts of loading, displaying, 

running, transmitting or storing the program which he 

is entitled to do.”



Cannot contract around
these rights: s296A

“Where a person has the use of a computer program under an 

agreement, any term or condition in the agreement shall be 

void in so far as it purports to prohibit or restrict—

…

(b)where the conditions in section 50B(2) are met, the 

decompiling of the program; or

(c)the observing, studying or testing of the functioning of the 

program in accordance with section 50BA.”



What is an interface?



2009/24/EC, recital 10

“… a logical and, where appropriate, 

physical interconnection and interaction is 

required to permit all elements of software 

and hardware to work with other software 

and hardware and with users in all the ways 

in which they are intended to function.”



2009/24/EC, recital 10

“The parts of the program which 

provide for such interconnection 

and interaction between elements 

of software and hardware are 

generally known as ‘interfaces’. ”



Command Line Interface



Application Program
Interface



SMS service





prepare_sms.php?

password=[user_password]&to=[phone_

number_of_recipient]&text=[what_you

_want_to_say]



cUrl 

-d password=[blocked_out!] 

-d from=+44770900152 

-d to=+44770900498 

--data-urlencode  "text=Power  is  down; 

UPS has kicked in”

http://example.com/sms/prepare_sms.php



Input
(prepare_sms.php?password, to, message)

Output
(sends SMS with supplied details)



Protectability of interfaces?

prepare_sms.php?

password=[user_password]&to=[phone_

number_of_recipient]&text=[what_you

_want_to_say]



2009/24/EC, recital 11

“… it has to be made clear that only the 

expression of a computer program is 

protected and that ideas and principles which 

underlie any element of a program, including 

those which underlie its interfaces, are not 

protected by copyright under this Directive.”



2009/24/EC, recital 11

“In accordance with this principle of 

copyright, to the extent that logic, 

algorithms and programming languages 

comprise ideas and principles, those 

ideas and principles are not protected 

under this Directive.”



Navitaire v EasyJet

“look and feel”

commands

reports



or



Element Protectable?
Command No

Complex command No

Compilation of commands No

“Character” displays No
GUI displays Yes
Iconongraphy Yes

“Business logic” No



SAS v WPL



SAS’s data analytics
software



WPL’s system



SAS v WPL

Infringement claims included:

“Software to software”

“Manual to software”



“Software to software”



Functionality
not protectable

“neither the functionality of a computer 

program nor the programming language 

and the format of data files used in a 

computer program in order to exploit 

certain of its functions constitute a form 

of expression of that program”



No source code access

“if a third party were to procure the part of the 

source code or the object code relating to the 

programming language or to the format of data files 

used in a computer program, and if that party were 

to create, with the aid of that code, similar elements 

in its own computer program, that conduct would 

be liable to constitute partial reproduction”



“Manual to software”



High Court

“Assuming that the reasoning which led Pumfrey J in Navitaire 

to conclude that it is not an infringement of the copyright in 

a computer program to replicate its functions without 

copying its source code or design is correct, I consider that 

by parity of reasoning it is not an infringement of the 

copyright in a manual describing those functions to use the 

manual as a specification of the functions that are to be 

replicated and, to that extent, to reproduce the manual in the 

source code of the new program.”



High Court

“Once again, it is a question of the kind of skill, 

judgement and labour involved. Copyright in a literary 

work, be it a computer program or a manual, does 

not protect skill, judgment and labour in creating 

ideas, procedures, methods of operation or 

mathematical formulae. It follows that it is not an 

infringement to reproduce such things either from a 

computer program or a manual.”



Court of Appeal



“It would, perhaps, be more helpful if in 

response to a national court asking for 

help the CJEU, in the performance of its 

duty of sincere co-operation, answered 

the questions it was asked…”





Same answer, different
reason (para 70)

“What is protected is the form of expression of an 

intellectual creation. The intellectual creation itself is 

not protected; and the functionality of a computer 

program does not count as a form of expression. 

The functionality of a computer program (in the 

sense of what it does and how it responds to 

particular inputs) falls on the ideas side of the line.”



para 77

“No one doubts that copyright in 

the manuals subsists. The question 

is: what does that copyright 

protect?”



CA approved AG’s
opinion

“The WPL System does not 

reproduce the description [in the 

SAS Manuals] of those statistical 

operations but simply executes 

them.”



Oracle v Google (US)





What did Google want?

““Google believed Java application 

programmers would want to find 

the same 37 sets of functionalities 

in the new Android system callable 

by the same names as used in Java.”



What did Google do?

“To achieve this result, Google 

copied the declaring source code 

from the 37 Java API packages 

verbatim, inserting that code into 

parts of its Android software.”



How did Google do it?

“Google copied the elaborately organized 

taxonomy of all the names of methods, 

classes, interfaces, and packages — the 

“overall system of organized names —

covering 37 packages, with over six hundred 

classes, with over six thousand methods.””



“SSO” subject to (c)

“the declaring code and the 

s t r u c t u r e , s e q u e n c e , a n d 

organization of the API packages 

a r e e n t i t l e d t o c o py r i g h t 

protection.”



And Google could have
done it differently

“Google could have structured 

Android differently and could have 

chosen different ways to express 

and implement the functionality 

that it copied.”



Oracle’s expression is
protected by (c)

“Given the court’s findings that the SSO is original 

and creative, and that the declaring code could 

have been written and organized in any number of 

ways and still have achieved the same functions, we 

conclude that [a particular piece of US law] does 

not bar the packages from copyright protection 

just because they also perform functions.”



Really for interoperability?

“While Google repeatedly cites to the district 

court’s finding that Google had to copy the 

packages so that an app written in Java could run 

on Android, it cites no evidence in the record 

that any such app exists and points to no Java 

apps that either pre-dated or post-dated Android 

that could run on the Android platform.”



Or actually just for
platform adoption?

“The compatibility Google sought to foster 

was not with Oracle’s Java platform or with 

the JVM central to that platform. Instead, 

Google wanted to capitalize on the fact that 

software developers were already trained and 

experienced in using the Java API packages at 

issue.”



Fine — but don’t copy
to do that

“Google was free to develop its own API 

packages and to “lobby” programmers to adopt 

them. Instead, it chose to copy Oracle’s declaring 

code and the SSO to capitalize on the preexisting 

community of programmers who were 

accustomed to using the Java API packages. That 

desire has nothing to do with copyrightability.”



EFF’s amicus brief



Four key points

“Settled expectations”

Key to computers and Internet

Absence of (c) benefits creativity

(c) would lead to data lock-in



Exercise

Four groups

10 minutes

Quick presentation back



“Interfaces should be 
protected by copyright”



“Interfaces should not be 
protected by copyright”





“Interfaces should be 
protected by copyright”



“Interfaces should not be 
protected by copyright”





What is “Free” software?





“Free” as in Freedom

0: Run the program

1: Study and change the program

2: Redistribute the program

3: Distribute your modifications



“Open source” software?





Open Source Definition



Spectrum of FOSS licences



Public
domain

Proprietary
licenceFOSS

More permissive Less permissive



“Copyleft”

“Share and share alike”



“FOSS in the cloud”

Network interaction

Affero GPL

Apple Public Source Licence



Licence or contract?



Elements of a contract?

Offer

Acceptance

Consideration

Formative requirements



Why might someone
care?

Remedies

Relationships



Enforcement

Copyright holder







Enforcement

Copyright holder

Interest group









Enforcement

Copyright holder

Interest group

Individual user



Why pick a FOSS licence
for own software?



Build a community



Undercut a rival’s
investment



Desirable sales pitch



When might a business
use third party FOSS?



Focus spending on
differentiation



Cost

Differentiation potential

High cost High cost

Low cost Low cost

Low differentiation

Low differentiation

High differentiation

High differentiation





Other “opens”



Open data



OpenStreetMap



MiData





Creative Commons





Attributions

Source code: nyuhuhuu: CC BY 2.0: http://

www.flickr.com/photos/nyuhuhuu/4443886636/ 

Tennis app: osde8info: CC BY SA 2.0: 

www.flickr.com/photos/osde-info/5521684593/

Mac desktop: Jason Brennan: CC BY 2.0: http://

www.flickr.com/photos/jason_ff/2959815798/



Open Hardware



The public domain



Free beer





Attributions

Source code: nyuhuhuu: CC BY 2.0: http://

www.flickr.com/photos/nyuhuhuu/4443886636/ 

Tennis app: osde8info: CC BY SA 2.0: 

www.flickr.com/photos/osde-info/5521684593/

Mac desktop: Jason Brennan: CC BY 2.0: http://

www.flickr.com/photos/jason_ff/2959815798/



Attributions

“Socket-to-me”, devopstom, CC BY-SA 2.0 https://www.flickr.com/photos/

tom_twinhelix/2927168417/

“Books”, Brenda Clarke, CC BY 2.0, https://www.flickr.com/photos/brenda-starr/

4421990486 

“Cake”, Chris Isherwood, CC BY-SA 2.0, https://www.flickr.com/photos/isherwoodchris/

7018779395/

“Makerbot Replicator 2”, Creative Tools, CC BY 2.0, https://www.flickr.com/photos/

creative_tools/8080028696/

“Quadrifolium 3D print”, fdecomite, CC BY 2.0, https://www.flickr.com/photos/

fdecomite/8215690357

“3D Print Fail”, Creative Tools, CC BY 2.0, https://www.flickr.com/photos/creative_tools/



Attributions

“Angry Tiger”, Guyon Moree, CC BY 2.0, 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/gumuz/

7340412/

“Doorbot”, Dave Taylor, CC BY 2.0, 

h t t p s : / / w w w. fl i c k r. c o m / p h o t o s /

askdavetaylor/11876432845


